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Abstract—This paper develops an information theoretical ap-
proach using channel capacity as a criterion for band subset se-
lection (BSS). It formulates a BSS problem as a channel capacity
problem by constructing a band channel with the original full band
set as a channel input space, a selected band subset as a channel
output space and the channel transition specified by band discrim-
ination between original bands and selected bands. Then BSS is
selected by Blahut’s algorithm that iteratively finds a best possible
input space that yields the maximal channel capacity. As a result,
there is no need of band prioritization and interband decorrela-
tion generally required by traditional band selection (BS). Two
iterative algorithms are developed for finding an optimal BSS, se-
quential channel capacity BSS (SQ-CCBSS) and successive CCBSS
(SC-CCBSS), both of which avoid an exhaustive search for all pos-
sible band subset combinations. Experimental results demonstrate
that using CCBSS-selected band subsets produce quite different
and interesting results from multiple bands selected by traditional
single BS (SBS) based methods.

Index Terms—Band discrimination (BD), band selection (BS),
band subset selection (BSS), sequential channel capacity BSS (SQ-
CCBSS), single BS (SBS), successive CCBSS (SC-CCBSS), virtual
dimensionality (VD).

I. INTRODUCTION

BAND selection (BS) has received considerable interest
lately [1]–[33]. It can be performed in a supervised or an

unsupervised manner. When it is implemented as a supervised
BS method it generally specifies its application first, such as
target detection, classification, endmember extraction, spectral
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unmixing, which determines features for BS via prior knowl-
edge, for example, training samples. It is then followed by a
feature extraction algorithm to prioritize features to select de-
sired bands. As a result, the selected bands vary with different
applications. On the other hand, when it comes to an unsuper-
vised BS method, no prior knowledge is available to be used for
BS. A common approach is to design band prioritization (BP)
criteria on the basis of data characteristics or statistics such as
variance, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), entropy, information di-
vergence (ID) to calculate a priority score of each of individual
bands for their ranking [3], [5]. The bands are then selected
according to their calculated priority scores. Since such BS has
nothing to do with applications, the same selected bands are also
applied to all different applications. Nevertheless, both super-
vised and unsupervised BS methods encounter two issues. One
is that BS is performed on a single-band basis. More specifi-
cally, the bands are selected by one band at a time according to
band features prioritized by applications or BP criteria. A sec-
ond issue is that once one band is selected according to its high
priority its adjacent bands will be also very likely to be selected
due to their close interband correlation. In order to resolve this
dilemma, band decorrelation is generally included to remove
highly correlated bands. However, it also comes with an issue of
how to select an appropriate threshold to determine if two bands
are sufficiently interband decorrelated. In order to address these
problems, many approaches have been directed to multiple BS
(MBS) in two different ways. One is referred to as sequential
MBS (SQMBS) that generally takes advantage of sequential
feature search/sequential feature forward search developed in
[11] to gradually augment bands one by one sequentially [4],
[13]–[14]. The other is a group-wise MBS, referred to as si-
multaneous MBS (SMMBS) that selects a set of multiple bands
as a group combination [15]–[17], [23]–[28]. Most recently, a
new concept of band subset selection (BSS) was proposed in
[34]–[35] to deal with these issues from two completely differ-
ent perspectives, anomaly detection application-oriented BSS
in [34], and information-theory-based channel capacity BSS
(CCBSS) in [35]. These approaches are quite different from
the aforementioned SMMBS methods in the sense of selected
objective functions and search strategies. This paper is devoted
to CCBSS and extends [35] to a general framework under the
umbrella of information theory [36].

Despite the fact that using an information theoretical concept
of mutual information for BS is not new [2], [6], [25]–[27], [37],
the idea of using CC is completely new. CCBSS formulates an
MBS problem as a CC problem [21] with the original full band
set considered as a channel input space, Ω and a selected band
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subset as a channel output space, ΩBS where the band chan-
nel transition probability matrix Q(Ω,ΩBS) can be constructed
based on discrimination between one band from Ω and another
band from ΩBS. Then a desired band subset to be selected should
be the output space that yields the maximal CC among all possi-
ble output spaces specified by, ΩBS. Consequently, CCBSS has
already taken care of BP and interband decorrelation problems.

However, three key issues still remain for SMMBS:
1) how to determine the size of selected bands, i.e., |ΩBS|;
2) how to construct the channel transition probability matrix

Q(Ω,ΩBS), which is determined by the channel output
space ΩBS;

3) how to avoid an exhaustive search to find an optimal set
Ω∗

BS because it is practically impossible to run through all
ΩBS-possible combinations.

Interestingly, if we interpret finding an appropriate desired
band as finding an endmember, then the third issue described
above implies that the search strategy for finding an optimal
band subset Ω∗

BS is equivalent to that for finding an optimal end-
member set E∗

p over all possible p-endmember set Ep where
finding p endmembers simultaneously is similar to finding
p bands simultaneously. Accordingly, both finding an optimal
p-band subset from the full band set and finding an optimal p
endmembers from all data sample vectors run into the same issue
of conducting an exhaustive search. This problem is encoun-
tered in N-finder algorithm (N-FINDR) developed by Winter
[40], which was recently resolved by two sequential algorithms
proposed by Wu et al. [41], called sequential N-FINDR (SQ
N-FINDR) and successive N-FINDR (SC N-FINDR) referred
in [1], [42]–[44]. Because of their striking similarity we can
take advantage of these two algorithms to further derive two se-
quential CCBSS algorithms, called CC BSS (SQ-CCBSS) and
SC-CCBSS algorithms corresponding to SQ N-FINDR and SC
N-FINDR, respectively. With this last piece in place, a CC ap-
proach to BSS developed for finding optimal band subsets can
be implemented in four stage processes:

1) determining the size of band subsets by virtual dimen-
sionality (VD) [1], [38]–[39] in the first stage;

2) constructing a band channel transition probability matrix
between the full band set Ω as the input space and a
selected band subset ΩBS as an output space by a band
discrimination (BD) measure in the second stage;

3) appealing for Blahut’s algorithm [45] to find band CC in
the third stage;

4) implementing either SQ-CCBSS algorithm or SC-CCBSS
algorithm to find optimal band subsets in the fourth
stage.

Such CCBSS extends single BS (SBS) by finding band sub-
sets instead of single bands where SBS can be considered as a
special case of BSS with selected band subsets as singleton sets.

II. BAND SUBSET SELECTION

Since different spectral bands provide different levels of the
information of interest, the primary goal of BS is to select ap-
propriate bands from the original full band set, Ω, to represent
the original data in some sense of optimality. Therefore, the
information preserved by selected bands has significant impact
on data analysis because the information of un-selected bands
will be completely discarded after BS.

Assume that J(.) is a generic objective function of ΩBS for
BS to be optimized. For a given number of selected bands,
nBS, a BS technique is to find an optimal band subset, Ω∗

BS with
|ΩBS| = nBS which satisfies the following optimization problem

Ω∗
BS = arg

{
max /minΩBS⊂Ω ,|ΩBS|=nBS

J (ΩBS)
}

. (1)

Depending upon how the objective function J(ΩBS) is de-
signed, the optimization in (1) can be performed by either max-
imization or minimization over all possible band subsets ΩBS in
Ω with |ΩBS| = nBS.

Over the past years many BS techniques have been investi-
gated by designing various criteria or features to define J(ΩBS)
and solve (1). Suppose that nBS = p is the number of bands
needed to be selected, Ωp = {Bl1 ,Bl2 , . . . ,Blp } from the full
band set, Ω = {B1 ,B2 , . . . ,BL}where L is the total number of
bands and Blj is the selected jth band. In order to find optimal
multiple bands in Ω∗

p it generally requires exhausting all possi-

ble (L
p ) = L !

p !(L−p)! p-combinations among L bands. Practically,
this is impossible to do so if L is large such as hyperspectral im-
agery. To mitigate this problem, several approaches have been
studied. One approach is to use band clustering to group all L
bands into a predetermined number of clusters where the clus-
ter centers or representatives are selected as desired bands [24],
[30]. In particular, the concept in [25] is similar to Fisher’s ratio
using mutual information as a BP criterion for clustering. As
an alternative, some approaches based on band groups or band
combination are proposed in [15], [16], [23]–[24]. For example,
[23] is a band group-wise method that uses band combination
by compressive sensing and multitasks sparsity pursuit (MTSP)
criterion to select band combinations based on linear sparse rep-
resentation where the used search strategies are evolution-based
algorithms. Unfortunately, such methods did not rung through
all possible band combinations because each band combina-
tion is considered as antibody and the set of antibody pop-
ulations was fixed at a predetermined parameter n = 10. In
other words, for a p-band combination [23] only runs through a
predetermined number of antibody populations specified by n.
However, to conduct an exhaustive search this n must be suffi-
ciently enough to represent (L

p ) = L !
p !(L−p)! p-combinations. So,

technically speaking, this algorithm is practically impossible to
be implemented in this way. This same problem also arises in
[15], [16] where an antibody specified in [23] is replaced by
a firefly in [16] and a swam in [15] with antibody populations
N specified by the parameter M, total number of swarm par-
ticles, used by particle swarm optimization (PSO) in [15] and
the parameter m, total number of fireflies, used by the firefly
algorithm (FA) in [16], both of which have exactly the same
issue as n had in [23]. This implies that all these approaches in
[15]–[16], [23] only run through very limited number of band
combinations with fixed M = 25 or m = 10 or n = 10, all
of which are empirically predetermined. Most recently, Yuan
et al. [24] proposed a graph-based SMMBS method, called
multigraph determinantal point process (MDPP) that makes use
of multiple graphs to discover a structure and diverse band sub-
set from a graph where each band is considered as a node and the
edge is specified by similarity between bands. Accordingly, a
path represents a possible band subset. Then a search algorithm,
called mixture DPP was further developed to find a diverse sub-
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set that can be a potential optimal band combination. Compared
to the aforementioned works our proposed BSS belongs to a
completely new category that is particularly designed to directly
search for (L

p ) = L !
p !(L−p)! p-band combinations. It does not use

any linear representation form, minimum estimated abundance
covariance (MEAC) in [14]–[16] and sparse representation in
[23] or m, number of spectral subspaces in multigraph in [24].
Most importantly, it does not require parameters, m, M, or n
required by [15]–[16], [23]–[24]. As a matter of fact, BSS runs
through all possible p-band combinations among all spectral
bands via SQ and SC search processes without fixing a particu-
lar number specified by M, m, or n. It is our brief that MDPP in
[24], MTSP in [23], PSO in [15], and FA in [16] cannot work
this way practically because they only run for specific values of
M, m, and n with 1 ≤ M,m,n ≤ (L

p ) = L !
p !(L−p)! .

III. INFORMATION THEORETICAL APPROACH

In this section, we develop a rather different BS technique
from the aforementioned BS methods. It is another type of
SMMBS that can also simultaneously select multiple bands as
a band subset from an information theoretical approach.

Assume that the original band set is denoted by Ω = {Bl}L
l=1

and the selected multiple-band set is denoted by Ω̃ = {B̃j}p
j=1 .

Furthermore, we reexpress each spectral band image Bl as a
band vector by concatenating line by line, denoted by bl for 1 ≤
l ≤ L. Moreover, let bl = (bl1 , bl2 , . . . , blN )T represent the
band image Bl as its band vector and b̃j = (b̃j1 , b̃j2 , . . . , b̃jN )T

represent the band image B̃j as its band vector where N is
the total number of pixels in a band image. Then we de-
fine their probability vectors, pl = (pl1 , pl2 , . . . , plN )T and
p̃j = (p̃j1 , p̃j2 , . . . , p̃jN )T as follows.

pli = bli

/∑N

n=1
bln and p̃j i = b̃j i

/∑N

n=1
b̃jn . (2)

By virtue of (2) a BD measure between a band vectors bj and
a selected band b̃j can be defined by

DSID(Bl , B̃j ) = SID(pl , p̃j ) = D(pj ||p̃j ) + D(p̃j ||pj ) (3)

where

D(pj ||p̃j ) =
∑N

n=1
pln log

pln

p̃jn
(4)

is defined as directed divergence or relative entropy [36] and SID
is the spectral ID defined in [38], [46]. Of course another spectral
measure, called spectral angle mapper (SAM) in [38] can be
also used for this purpose. Then we define a channel transition
probability matrix from the original band set Ω = {Bl}L

l=1 to
the selected band set Ω̃ = {B̃j}p

j=1 by

Qj |l = SID(pl , p̃j )
/∑N

i=1
SID(pl , p̃j ) (5)

Fig. 1. Channel specified by Ω, Ω̃ and Q = {Qj |l}L ,p
l=1 ,j=1 .

Fig. 2. Channel described by ΩX , ΩY , and Q.

which measures correlation between a band and a selected
band. If band bl and b̃j have less correlation, then b̃j will
be more likely to be selected. This implies that their transi-
tion probability will be higher. Now we can construct a chan-
nel (Ω, Ω̃,Q = {Qj |l}L,p

l=1,j=1) as shown in Fig. 1 specified

by the input space given by Ω, the output space by Ω̃, and
the channel transition probability matrix given by Q(Ω, Ω̃) =
{Qj |l}L,p

l=1,j=1 .

With the band channel defined by (Ω, Ω̃,Q = {Qj |l}L,p
l=1,j=1)

we can calculate its CC. The higher the CC is, the better the
selected bands are. Most importantly, finding capacity can be
easily done by the well-known Blahut algorithm [45].

IV. CC FORMULATION

Since CC is new to many working in remote sensing commu-
nity, this section provides a brief review on this concept.

Let the channel input space, channel output space,
and channel transition probabilities be denoted by ΩX =
{a1 , a2 , . . . , aJ }, ΩY = {b1 , b2 , . . . , bK }, and {Qk |j}J,K

j=1,k=1 ,
respectively. Assume that the channel input probabilities are
given by pX = (p1 , p2 , . . . , pJ )T where pj = p(aj ) is the
probability of channel input alphabet aj . Then we can de-
fine a forward channel by the channel transition matrix Q =
{Qk |j}J,K

j=1,k=1 with Qk |j = p(bk |aj ) and pj = p(aj ) in Fig. 2
modified from Fig. 1.

According to Fig. 2 we first define the mutual information
between ΩX and ΩY by
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I(X;Y ) =
J∑

j=1

p(aj )I(aj ;Y ) =
J∑

j=1

pj

K∑

k=1

Qk |j log
Qk |j
qk

(6)
where qk =

∑J
j=1 pjQk |j . Using (6) we can further define CC

as
C = max pI(X;Y ). (7)

Since there is no analytical solution to solving for the chan-
nel capacity, C, in (7) it must rely on numerical algorithms to
find the solution C. In a 1972 paper [45], Blahut developed
an expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm, referred to as
Blahut’s algorithm, to resolve this issue by finding C through the
forward channel defined by Qk |j = p(bk |aj ) and the backward
channel defined by Pj |k = p(aj |bk ) iteratively. Specifically, we
can define

I(p;Q) = max{Pj |k }

⎧
⎨

⎩

J∑

j=1

K∑

k=1

pjQk |j log
Pj |k
pj

⎫
⎬

⎭
(8)

I(p;Q) = minq

⎧
⎨

⎩

K∑

k=1

J∑

j=1

pjQk |j log
Qk |j
qk

⎫
⎬

⎭
(9)

and can show that

C = maxpI(X;Y ) = maxp

⎧
⎨

⎩

J∑

j=1

p(aj )I(aj ;Y )

⎫
⎬

⎭

= maxpI(p;Q)

= maxp

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

J∑

j=1

pj

K∑

k=1

Qk |j log
Qk |j

J∑

j=1
pjQk |j

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (10)

Suppose that

J(p,Q,P) =
J∑

j=1

K∑

k=1

pjQk |j log
Pj |k
pj

(11)

where Q = {Qk |j}J,K
j=1,k=1 is a J × K forward channel transi-

tion matrix and P = {Pj |k}K,J
k=1,j=1 is a K × J backward chan-

nel transition matrix. Blahut proved the following theorem [45].
1) CC is the calculated as

C = max pmax P̂J(p,Q,P). (12)

2) For any channel input probability vector p, J(p,Q,P)
can be maximized by finding the backward channel tran-
sition matrix P given by

Pk |j =
pjQk |j

∑J
j=1 pjQk |j

. (13)

3) For any backward channel transition matrix, J(p,Q,P)
can be maximized by finding the input probabilities given
by

pj =
exp

(∑K
k=1 Qk |j log Pj |k

)

∑J
j=1 exp

(∑K
k=1 Qk |j log Pj |k

) . (14)

According to (12)–(14) Blahut’s algorithm is designed to find
backward channels in (13) and input probability vector p in (14)
iteratively. The detailed implementation of Blahut’s algorithm
can be found in Fig. 1 in [45].

V. ITERATIVE CC BSS

Apparently, solving (1) directly by an exhaustive search is
generally not possible. As noted in the introduction, N-FINDR
also suffers from the same issue. To resolve this dilemma, SQ
N-FINDR and SC N-FINDR were developed to avoid an exhaus-
tive search required by N-FINDR. In this section, we take advan-
tage of these two algorithms to further develop SQ-CCBSS and
SC-CCBSS to do exactly what SQ N-FINDR and SC N-FINDR
do for N-FINDR.

Based on the channel transition probability matrix Q con-
structed by (2), the objective function J(ΩBS) is chosen to be
the CC, denoted by η(Ω, Ω̃,Q) where Ω is the original band
set and Ω̃ = ΩBS is a set of p selected bands. The detailed
step-by-step implementations of SQ-CCBSS and SC-CCBSS
are described as follows.

SQ-CCBSS
Step 1: Initial condtions

(i) nVD = p which is the number of selected multiple
bands determined by VD.

(ii) Let Ω̃(0) = {B(0)
1 , B(0)

2 , . . . , B(0)
p } with

B(0)
1 = B1 ,B

(0)
2 = B2 , . . . ,B

(0)
p = Bp uniformly

selected from the band set Ω and then construct
the channel transition matrix, denoted by Q(0) .

(iii) Calculate the CC η(Ω, Ω̃(0) ,Q(0)).
Step 2: Outer loop

For l = 1, . . . , L do
Step 3: Inner loop

For j = 1, . . . , p do
(i) Construct a new channel with input space Ω,

output space
Ω̃(l)

j = {B(l)
1 , . . . ,B(l)

j−1 ,Bj ,B
(l)
j+1 , . . . ,B

(l)
p },

and the channel transition matrix Q(l)
j (Ω, Ω̃(l)

j )
by (3).

(ii) Use Blahut’s algorithm to compute the CC
η(Ω, Ω̃(l)

j ,Q(l)
j ) for each of j

(iii) Find an index j∗ by

j∗ = arg
{

min 1≤j≤pη(Ω,Ω(l)
j ,Q(l)

j )
}

(15)

which specifies the band to be replaced by the
lth band Bl . Such an band is now denoted by
B(l+1)

j . A new set of bands is then produced

by letting B(l+1)
j ∗ = Bl and B(l+1)

j = B(l)
j for

j �= j∗
Step 4: Output final band subset
Ω̃(L)

j = {B(L)
1 , . . . ,B(L)

j−1 ,B
(L)
j ,B(L)

j+1 , . . . ,B
(L)
p }.
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SC-CCBSS
Step 1: Initial conditions

(i) nVD = p which is the number of selected multiple
bands determined by VD.

(ii) Let Ω̃(0) = {B(0)
1 , B(0)

2 , . . . , B(0)
p } with

B(0)
1 = B1 ,B

(0)
2 = B2 , . . . ,B

(0)
p = Bp uniformly

selected from the band set Ω and then construct
the channel transition matrix, denoted by Q(0) .

(iii) Calculate the CC η(Ω, Ω̃(0) ,Q(0)).
Step 2: Outer loop

For j = 1, . . . , p do.
Step 3: Inner loop

For l = 1, . . . , L do.
(i) Construct a new channel with input space Ω,

output space
Ω̃(l)

j = {B(∗)
1 , . . . ,B(∗)

j−1 , Bl︸︷︷︸
j

,B(p)
j+1 , . . . ,B

(p)
p },

and the channel transition matrix Q(l)
j (Ω, Ω̃(l)

j )
by (5).

(ii) Find B(∗)
j = arg{min B l ∈Ω̄η(Ω,Ω(l)

j ,Q(l)
j )}

where
Ω̄ = Ω − {B(∗)

1 , . . . ,B(∗)
j−1 ,B

(p)
j+1 , . . . ,B

(p)
p }.

Step 4: Output the final band subset,
{B(∗)

1 , B(∗)
2 , . . . ,B(∗)

p }.

Fig. 3. (a) HYDICE panel scene which contains 15 panels; (b) Ground truth
map of spatial locations of the 15 panels.

VI. REAL IMAGE EXPERIMENTS

Two applications were explored for CCBSS, linear spec-
tral unmixing and hyperspectral image classification. Experi-
ments were conducted extensively to demonstrate the utility of
CCBSS.

A. Linear Spectral Unmixing

A real image scene shown in Fig. 3(a) collected by hyperspec-
tral digital imagery collection experiments (HYDICE) sensor in
August 1995 from a flight altitude of 10000 ft with ground sam-
pling distance approximately 1.5 m. It has 210 spectral chan-
nels ranging from 0.4 to 2.5 μm with spectral resolution is 10
nm. The low signal/high noise bands: bands 1–3 and bands
202–210; and water vapor absorption bands: bands 101–112
and bands 137–153, were removed. So, a total of 169 bands
were used for the experiments. It has a size of 64 × 64 pixel
vectors and 15 panels in the scene. The detailed description
of this scene can be found in [1], [38], [44]. This scene has

TABLE I
NINE BANDS SELECTED UBS, VARIANCE, SNR, ENTROPY, ID, SC-CCBSS

(SAM), SC-CCBSS (SID), SQ-CCBSS (SAM) SQ-CCBSS (SID)

Method Selected bands

UBS 1/22/43/64/85/106/127/148/169
Variance 52/36/47/13/54/55/96/152/78
SNR 79/90/101/110/46/118/135/58/82
Entropy 79/90/101/110/46/118/135/82/58
ID 96/158/117/56/57/58/72/48/79
SC-CCBSS (SAM) 18/15/140/137/139/136/14/17/141
SC-CCBSS (SID) 16/13/14/131/133/135/136/17/132
SQ-CCBSS (SAM) 49/50/51/13/17/14/15/16/48
SQ-CCBSS (SID) 45/46/47/9/10/11/13/12/44

Fig. 4. Nine target pixels detected by ATGP and nine endmembers found by
SGA using full bands (a) ATGP (p11, p312, p521 ) (b) SGA (p11, p312 , p521 ).

been well studied and can be used for experiments where the
center and boundary pixels of objects are highlighted by red
and yellow, respectively. Each element in Fig. 3(b) is a square
panel and denoted by pij with rows indexed by i = 1, 2, . . . , 5
and columns indexed by j = 1, 2, 3. The 1.56-m spatial resolu-
tion of the image scene suggests that most of the 15 panels are
one pixel in size except that the panels in the 1st column with
the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th rows that are two-pixel panels, denoted by
p211 , p221 , p311 , p312 , p411 , p412 , p511 , p521 . As a result, there
are a total of 19 panel pixels. Fig. 3(b) shows the precise spatial
locations of these 19 panel pixels where red pixels (R pixels)
are the panel center pixels and the pixels in yellow (Y pixels)
are panel pixels mixed with the background. It should be noted
that there is an interesting panel pixel p212 that is located next
to the panel pixel p211 horizontally. According to the ground
truth in Fig. 3(b) p212 is a Y pixel. However, based on exten-
sive experiments conducted in [1], [38], [44] this panel pixel
p212 seems the most spectrally distinct signature representing
the panel signature in row 2 instead of panel pixels, p211 and
p221 representing purest signatures in row 2. Compared to other
real hyperspetrcal images such as Purdue data in Fig. 16, Sali-
nas in Fig. 17 and University of Pavia in Fig. 18 considered
in [15]–[16], [23]–[24], [26]–[27] and Cuprite data in [1], [44]
the complete ground truth knowledge of these 19 R panel pix-
els provides us with greatest advantages to conduct a detailed
quantitative analysis of linear spectral unmixing for validation.

The VD estimated for this scene was 9 in [1], [38] and also 18
in [47]–[48]. So, these two values were used for the value of p as
the number of selected bands, nBS. Table I tabulates nine bands
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Fig. 5. Nine ATGP-detected target pixels using bands selected from Table I.

Fig. 6. Nine SGA-found endmembers using bands selected from Table I.

selected by uniform BS (UBS), SC-CCBSS, and SQ-CCBSS
using SAM and SID spectral measures.

To evaulate the utility of CCBSS in various applications, the
automatic target generation process (ATGP) developed in [49],
vertex component analysis (VCA) [50], and simplex growing
algorithm (SGA) [51]–[52] can be used for subpixel target de-
tection and endmember finding. Fortuntaely, ATGP and VCA
were shown in [53], [54] essentially the same algoriothm. In
particular, it was also shown in [54]–[56] that ATGP and SGA
were the same algorithm if their used intial conditions are the
same. So, for demonstration ATGP and SGA implemented in the
following experiments used different initial conditions where
ATGP started with one endmember as its initial condition and
SGA used two endmembers as its initial condition [52], [54].
Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows nine ATGP-detected targtes and nine
SGA-found endmembers using full bands. Figs. 5 and 6 show
nine ATGP-detected targets and nine SGA-found endmembers
using bands selected in Table I where the pixels in parenetheses

TABLE II
FCLS-UNMIXED ALSE USING NINE TARGET PIXELS FOUND BY ATGP IN

FIGS. 4 (A)-5 AND SGA IN FIGS. 4(B)–6

ATGP SGA

Full band 3.4575E + 05 3.0286E + 05
UBS 1.4039E + 04 1.2558E + 04
Variance 2.9126E + 04 9.4634E + 03
Entropy 1.3291E + 06 7.5859E + 03
ID 1.3040E + 06 1.3778E + 04
SNR 1.3291E + 06 7.5859E + 03
SC-CCBSS (SAM) 2.0014E + 03 3.9114E + 02
SC-CCBSS (SID) 6.1790E + 02 3.7957E + 02
SQ-CCBSS (SAM) 1.4850E + 04 2.7534E + 03
SQ-CCBSS (SID) 1.4918E + 04 1.7169E + 03

indicate panel pixels found by algorithms. As shown in Fig. 4
which used nine bands selected from Table I UBS and ATGP
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Fig. 7. FCLS-unmixed results of ten R panel pixels in column 1. (a) Using
ATGP-found target pixels as endmembers (b) using SGA-found target pixels as
endmembers.

Fig. 8. FCLS-unmixed results of five R panel pixels in column 2. (a) Using
ATGP-found target pixels as endmembers (b) using SGA-found target pixels as
endmembers.

Fig. 9. FCLS-unmixed results of five R panel pixels in column 3. (a) Using
ATGP-found target pixels as endmembers (b) using SGA-found target pixels as
endmembers.

Fig. 10. Eighteen target pixels detected by ATGP and 18 endmembers found
by SGA using full bands (a) ATGP (p11, p212, p312, p411, p521 ) (b) SGA
(p11, p212, p312, p412, p521 ).

using full bands could find three panel pixels, whereas CCBSS-
selected bands could find only two panel pixels except SC-
CCBSS (SAM)-selected bands that found three panel pixels.

From the results in Figs. 5 and 6 it seems that ATGP and SGA
using CCBSS to select band subsets did not perform better than
ATGP and SGA using SBS-based methods in terms of finding
panel pixels as endmembers. This may lead to a mis-conclusion
that CCBSS did not take any advantage of the concept of CC.
As a matter of fact, this is not true. If we use the CCBSS-found
target pixels as endmembers to perform linear spectral mixture
analysis (LSMA) where fully constrained least squares (FCLS)
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Fig. 11. Eighteen ATGP-detected target pixels using bands selected from Table II.

Fig. 12. Eighteen SGA-found endmembers using bands selected from Table II.

method [57] was used to unmix the HYDICE data in Fig. 3,
the FCLS-unmixed results using CCBSS-found endmembers,
{mCCBSS

j }9
j=1 produced much smaller unmixed averaged least

squares error (ALSE) than that using full bands and other BS
methods where ALSE is defined as

ALSE =
1
N

N∑

i=1

(
ri − Mα̂CCBSS(ri)

)T (
ri − Mα̂CCBSS(ri)

)

(16)
and α̂CCBSS(ri) is the FCLS-unmixed abundance fractional vec-
tor for the ith data sample vector, ri using {mCCBSS

j }9
j=1 as a

spectral signature matrix M = [mCCBSS
1 mCCBSS

2 · · ·mCCBSS
9 ] to

form a linear mixing model, ri = Mα + n. Table II tabulates
the ALSE results obtained by FCLS using target pixels found
in Figs. 4–6. As we can see from these results in Table II, the
ALSE using CCBSS-selected bands produced at least one order
less errors than FCLS using full bands and band selected by

other BS methods. This implies that the band channel charac-
terized by BD actually selected most spectrally distinct bands
to accomplish a similar task to BD and used CC to do a similar
task that BP does. Also, the ALSE using SGA-found targets was
smaller than that found by ATGP. This made sense because SGA
is designed for finding endmembers compared to ATGP, which
is designed to find spectrally distinct targets. Figs. 7–9 further
show their respective FCLS unmixed results of 19 R panel pix-
els plus p212 where the last four bars of histograms under each
panel pixel were unmixed ALSE produced by CCBSS-selected
bands. All the results in Table II and Figs. 7–9 demonstrate an
important fact that in order to perform LSMA well, the signa-
tures used to form a linear mixing model are not necessary to
be endmembers, which is also consistent with findings in [44],
[58]. Specifically, according to Fig. 5, ATGP using nine SNR-
selected bands and entropy-selected bands could find five panel
pixels yields worst FCLS-unmixed ALSE in Table II. More
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TABLE III
EIGHTEEN BANDS SELECTED BY UBS, VARIANCE, SNR, ENTROPY, ID,

SC-CCBSS (SAM), SC-CCBSS (SID), SQ-CCBSS (SAM) SQ-CCBSS (SID)

Method Selected bands

UBS 1/10/20/30/40/50/60/70/80/90/100/
110/120/130/140/150/160/169

Variance 52/40/46/47/48/34/53/17/54/5/55/
96/167/79/78/76/84/65

SNR 79/90/102/80/112/44/119/63/50/69/
70/53/132/75/58/76/55/57

Entropy 79/90/102/80/112/44/49/119/63/69/
53/70/75/132/76/58/55/57

ID 96/158/115/55/56/57/61/82/70/58/
81/74/77/72/78/48/53/46

SC-CCBSS (SAM) 16/15/14/128/127/129/134/19/131/18/
13/132/135/20/12/21/133/22

SC-CCBSS (SID) 60/62/63/67/146/145/58/64/142/140/
139/143/138/65/59/144/66/137

SQ-CCBSS (SAM) 140/141/134/135/62/58/137/60/142/63/
59/64/65/66/67/136/139/143

SQ-CCBSS (SID) 8/118/116/5/4/9/119/10/6/105/106/
104/3/114/107/115/11/120

TABLE IV
FCLS-UNMIXED ALSE USING 18 TARGET PIXELS FOUND BY ATGP

IN FIGS. 10(A), 11 AND SGA IN FIGS. 10(B), 12

ATGP SGA

Full band 1.4453E + 05 1.4185E + 05
UBS 1.8774E + 04 1.7041E + 04
Variance 4.1016E + 04 1.9946E + 04
Entropy 4.7363E + 05 2.0483E + 04
ID 8.2031E + 05 2.5146E + 04
SNR 6.0791E + 05 2.9053E + 04
SC-CCBSS (SAM) 1.7236E + 03 1.7847E + 03
SC-CCBSS (SID) 4.2236E + 05 1.9702E + 03
SQ-CCBSS (SAM) 4.5410E + 05 1.5967E + 03
SQ-CCBSS (SID) 3.1494E + 03 2.4121E + 03

interestingly, SGA using full bands did not necessarily pro-
duce best FCLS-unmixed ALSE but rather the worst ALSE in
Table II. It turned out that the best result using ATGP and SGA
found nine target pixels were SC-CCBSS (SID). In fact, the
best four FCLS-unmixed ALSEs were all from CCBSS-selected
bands.

According to [47]–[48], VD would require at least 18 to find
signatrues representing five different rows. Fig. 10(a) and (b)
shows 18 ATGP-detected targtes and 18 SGA-found endmem-
bers using full bands. Figs. 11 and 12 show 18 ATGP-detected
targets and 18 SGA-found endmembers using bands selected in
Table III where the found panel pixels are included in parenthe-
ses. In this case ATGP and SGA could find five panel pixels,
each of which represents one row with p212 instead of p211 and
p221 representing row 2.

Like Table II the FCLS-unmixed results using 18 CCBSS-
found endmembers, {mCCBSS

j }18
j=1 produced much smaller un-

mixed ALSE errors than that using full bands and other BS
methods in Table IV. As we can see in these results the ALSE
using CCBSS-selected bands also produced at least one order
less errors than FCLS using full bands and band selected by
other BS methods. The results are also consistent with that us-

Fig. 13. FCLS-unmixed results of R panel pixels in column 1. (a) Using
ATGP-found target pixels as endmembers (b) using SGA-found target pixels as
endmembers.

ing 9 selected bands in Table II. Figs. 13–15 further show their
respective FCLS unmixed results of 19 R panel pixels plus panel
pixel p212 . All the results in Table IV and Figs. 13–15 further
confirmed the conclusions drawn from the results in Table II
and Figs. 4–6. Also, like Table II the best result using ATGP
and SGA found nine target pixels were SC-CCBSS (SID). In
fact, the best four FCLS-unmixed ALSEs were all from using
SGA-generated target pixels and CCBSS-selected bands.

Comparing the results in Table II and Figs. 7–9 using 9-band
subsets to the results in Table IV and Figs. 13–15 using 18-band
subsets we can draw the following conclusions.

1) Since using CCBSS-selected bands finds targets based
on band channels characterized by between BD, ATGP-
and SGA-found target pixels are generally not pure
pixels.

2) Using 18-band subsets generally produced smaller FCLS-
unmixed ALSE than that by using 9-band subsets.

3) Using CCBSS-selected subsets generally perform better
than other BS methods in terms of FCLS-unmixed ALSE,
specifically, unmixing pure panel pixels in column 1.

4) In general, the best method among all test BS methods for
linear spectral unmixing is SC-CCBSS based on experi-
ments conducted in this paper.

5) As discussed in the introduction, there are also SMMBS
methods, such as [15]–[16], [23]–[24], [26]–[27], which
have been proposed in the literature. Unfortunately, their
applications are mainly focused in supervised classifica-
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Fig. 14. FCLS-unmixed results of R panel pixels in column 2. (a) Using
ATGP-found target pixels as endmembers (b) using SGA-found target pixels as
endmembers.

Fig. 15. FCLS-unmixed results of R panel pixels in column 3. (a) Using
ATGP-found target pixels as endmembers (b) using SGA-found target pixels as
endmembers.

Fig. 16. Purdue’s Indiana Indian Pines scene (a) band 186 (2162.56 nm)
(b) Ground truth map.

Fig. 17. Ground-truth of Salinas scene with 16 classes. (a) Salinas scene
(b) color ground-truth image (c) ground truth class labels.

Fig. 18. Ground-truth of the University of Pavia scene with nine classes
(a) University of Pavia scene (b) Color ground-truth image.

tion. This paper looks into a new application in linear
spectral unmixing using a novel concept of CCBSS, which
has not explored in the past. So, comparing these methods
to CCBSS seems inappropriate. Accordingly, only SBS-
based methods were used for comparison.

A final comment is noteworthy. As expected, adjacent bands
generally have very high spectral correlation. So, when it comes
to BS, band decorrelation is a criterion to remove redundant
bands. Consequently, adjacent bands can be removed for BS as
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TABLE V
nTSVD = 27 BANDS SELECTED IN ORDER BY SC-SID, SC-SAM, SQ-SID, AND SQ-SAM FOR INDIAN PINES SCENE

SC-SID 189 48 49 191 193 50 192 190 47 51 188 45 52 46 194
177 187 44 53 43 186 169 175 114 116 176 42

SC-SAM 184 48 49 50 183 178 182 51 47 181 52 174 45 46 179
185 173 180 53 44 43 186 168 42 187 41 177

SQ-SID 24 74 73 72 68 69 67 23 70 71 25 66 31 75 65
33 64 22 63 26 57 62 61 76 27 56 55

SQ-SAM 184 69 72 73 70 71 183 182 67 68 74 178 185 181 66
174 179 180 186 173 65 75 187 188 64 168 177

many people thought. Interestingly, the experiments presented
in this paper show otherwise. In other words, if certain unmix-
ing information is crucial adjacent bands may provide subtle
critical spectral information than two decorrelated bands. The
proposed information theoretical CC approach uses a spectral
inter BD measure such as SID to construct a band channel that
can find best possible spectral discriminatory bands rather than
best decorrelated bands as many BS methods do. Consequently,
CCBSS yields better unmixing results than other BS methods.
In addition, the experiments also show that endmembers are not
necessarily better data samples than mixed data samples in the
sense of linear spectral unmixing. So, this paper demonstrates
the above two important common misleading facts via linear
spectral unmixing experiments.

B. Hyperspectral Image Classification

Three popular real hyperspectral images that have been
widely used for hyperspectral image classification were used
for experiments, Purdue University’s Indiana Indian Pines, and
Salinas, University of Pavia. According to the recent work [59]–
[60] a comprehensive comparative analysis was conducted in
[60] among most recently developed spectral–spatial techniques
where the four EPF-based techniques, EPF-B-c, EPF-G-c, EPF-
B-g and EPF-G-g were shown to be among best classification
techniques with “B” and “G” used to specify bilateral filter
and guided filter, respectively, and “g” and “c” indicate that the
first principal component and color composite of three prin-
cipal components used as reference images [60]. Therefore,
in the following experiments the performance of CCBSS will
be evaluated by these four EPF-based techniques due to two
main reasons. One is that these four techniques are available
on website and we could reimplement them for comparison.
Another is that these four techniques were compared to other
existing spectral–spatial classification methods in [60] to show
their superiority. Nevertheless, CCBSS can be also applied to
other classification techniques not necessarily limited to the four
EFP-based techniques.

C. Purdue Data

The first dataset used for experiments is a well-known AVIRIS
image scene, Purdue Indiana Indian Pines test site shown in
Fig. 16(a) with its ground truth of 17 class maps in Fig.
16(b). It has size of 145 × 145 pixel vectors taken from an
area of mixed agriculture and forestry in Northwestern Indiana,
USA with details of band and wavelength is given in caption.
The dataset is available at website http://cobweb.ecn.purdue.
edu/∼biehl/MultiSpec/documentation.html. It was recorded in

June 1992 with 220 bands that include water absorption bands
(bands 104–108 and 150–162).

D. Salinas Data

A second AVIRIS data used for experiments was Salinas
scene shown in Fig. 17(a), which was captured by the AVIRIS
sensor over Salinas Valley, CA, USA, and with a spatial reso-
lution of 3.7-m per pixel with spectral resolution of 10 nm. It
has size of 512 × 217 × 224. Fig. 17(b) and (c) shows the color
composite of 16 classes in the Salinas image along with their
corresponding ground truth class labels.

E. ROSIS Data

A third hyperspectral image data used for experiments was
the University of Pavia image shown in Fig. 18, which is an
urban area surrounding the University of Pavia, Italy. It was
recorded by the ROSIS-03 satellite sensor. It is of size 610 ×
340 × 115 with a spatial resolution of 1.3-m per pixel and a
spectral coverage ranging from 0.43 to 0.86 μm with spectral
resolution of 4 nm (12 most noisy channels were removed before
experiments). Nine classes of interest plus BKG class, class 0
are considered for this image.

Since the three real image scenes are more complicated than
HYDICE data in Fig. 3 the commonly used VD in [38]–[39]
might not be effective to address the BS issue for classification
because VD was developed solely based on data statistics. Re-
cently, a target specified VD (TSVD) was proposed in [61]–[62]
to address this issue where the value of TSVD, nTSVD was es-
timated to be nTSVD = 27 for Purdue’s data, nTSVD = 69 for
Salinas and nTSVD = 69 for University of Pavia. Using these
values for numbers of bands to be selected for the three im-
age scenes, Tables V–VII tabulate nTSVD bands selected by four
CCBSS algorithms, SC-SID, SC-SAM, SQ-SID, and SQ-SAM.

Table VIII tabulates OA produced by the four EPF-based
techniques, EPF-B-c, EPF-G-c, EPF-B-g, and EPF-G-g using
full bands, UBS, and bands selected by SC-SID, SC-SAM, SQ-
SID, and SQ-SAM for the three hyperspectral scenes, Indian
Pines, Salinas, and University of Pavia where for each SVM-
EPF method, the boldfaced value indicates the best OA. It should
be noted that the results of Purdue’s Indian Pines in Table VIII
were slightly worse than those in Table II in [60] because the
experiments conducted in this paper included 20 water absorp-
tion bands which were excluded from experiments in [60]. As
shown in this table, using full bands was not necessarily to give
the best OA values. This table provides evidence that as long
as bands are selected judiciously by particularly designed BS
algorithms such as CCBSS, using fewer selected bands could
even do better than using full bands in classification.
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TABLE VI
nTSVD = 69 BANDS SELECTED IN ORDER BY SC-SID, SC-SAM, SQ-SID, AND SQ-SAM FOR SALINAS SCENE

SC-SID 183 58 184 59 57 182 60 56 206 55 185 207 181 54 53

52 208 186 204 180 61 51 209 203 50 205 202 187 179 49
210 201 48 62 188 211 178 47 200 41 46 212 177 189 42
45 74 213 75 43 44 73 199 176 76 190 72 77 63 71

214 191 198 175 78 70 215 197 192
SC-SAM 72 184 185 71 73 77 76 186 183 74 75 70 182 78 187

202 181 201 63 69 188 203 206 200 180 79 204 64 68 207
189 199 179 62 65 67 190 66 178 208 198 209 177 80 205
191 61 176 197 210 60 192 211 59 196 58 212 57 195 193
213 56 175 81 194 55 54 214 53

SQ-SID 209 208 71 70 78 72 77 207 182 181 76 73 69 74 75
63 79 64 68 180 183 65 206 67 66 210 80 62 211 179

184 212 61 178 81 213 185 204 205 177 60 203 186 59 176
214 58 202 57 82 187 56 55 201 175 40 215 54 216 53
188 52 41 51 200 50 49 172 189

SQ-SAM 184 56 57 185 55 206 58 54 183 186 202 53 207 59 203
201 187 204 52 182 60 208 51 209 181 200 188 180 50 49
199 179 189 210 61 211 48 178 190 212 177 47 205 213 46
62 198 176 191 45 42 43 74 44 75 73 214 76 41 72

197 77 192 71 63 196 175 215 78

TABLE VII
nTSVD = 69 BANDS SELECTED IN ORDER BY SC-SID, SC-SAM, SQ-SID, AND SQ-SAM FOR UNIVERSITY OF PAVIA SCENE

SC-SID 49 50 91 48 90 92 89 51 88 93 87 52 94 47 95

84 86 53 96 85 46 54 82 97 81 98 83 99 45 80
100 55 101 56 44 102 103 79 57 43 58 42 78 59 41
60 61 65 62 64 63 40 66 77 39 38 67 76 37 36
35 75 34 68 33 23 22 24 32

SC-SAM 50 92 91 52 93 90 51 94 53 49 54 48 89 95 88
56 55 47 87 96 57 58 46 97 59 86 98 84 45 99
60 44 100 61 85 82 62 101 81 43 63 83 102 64 103
42 80 65 41 40 79 66 39 38 78 37 67 36 77 35
34 68 33 76 32 31 30 29 28

SQ-SID 48 49 47 91 92 90 93 89 88 94 50 87 46 95 51
84 86 96 45 52 85 97 98 53 44 82 99 81 83 100
54 43 80 101 102 103 42 55 79 56 41 57 40 58 78
59 39 60 61 65 38 62 77 64 63 66 37 76 36 67
35 34 75 33 23 24 22 25 26

SQ-SAM 52 92 93 53 91 54 94 51 90 95 50 49 48 55 56
89 88 58 96 59 47 57 46 87 60 97 45 61 98 99
62 86 44 43 100 63 42 84 64 101 85 41 40 102 82
103 65 39 83 81 38 80 37 36 66 79 35 34 33 31
32 30 28 78 29 27 67 26 25

TABLE VIII
COMPARISONS OF OA PRODUCED BY 4 EPF-BASED TECHNIQUES, EPF-B-C, EPF-G-C, EPF-B-G, AND EPF-G-G USING FULL BANDS, UBS AND BANDS SELECTED

BY SC-SID, SC-SAM, SQ-SID, AND SQ-SAM FOR THREE HYPERSPECTRAL SCENES, INDIAN PINES, SALINAS, AND UNIVERSITY OF PAVIA

Indian Pines (TSVD = 27) Salinas (TSVD = 69) University of Pavia (TSVD = 69)

EPF-B-g EPF-B-c EPF-G-g EPF-G-c EPF-B-g EPF-B-c EPF-G-g EPF-G-c EPF-B-g EPF-B-c EPF-G-g EPF-G-c

Full 91.65 92.01 90.57 89.38 91.04 94.38 90.93 95.31 98.03 97.64 97.51 98.68
Uniform 90.61 88.97 90.13 90.79 95.42 93.61 94.29 95.46 98.52 98.52 98.26 98.51
SC-SID 80.61 79.86 84.90 80.65 93.30 95.96 95.12 96.43 98.01 98.21 97.70 97.11
SC-SAM 78.22 77.63 86.57 81.53 95.19 95.77 96.02 94.88 97.70 97.70 98.30 97.98
SQ-SID 79.73 77.07 77.14 78.54 94.37 89.28 95.80 95.75 98.95 98.48 97.87 98.11
SQ-SAM 82.84 86.20 87.11 85.36 96.50 95.34 94.12 92.21 97.24 97.31 97.47 98.02

In order to further evaluate the efficiency of classification,
Table IX tabulates the computing times in seconds of the four
EPF-based methods using using full bands, UBS, and nTSVD

bands selected by SC-SID, SC-SAM, SQ-SID, SQ-SAM, where
a computer environment was specified by an Intel i7-6500U

2.5 GHz base frequency CPU and 12 GB 2133 MHz memory. All
experiments were implemented using MATLAB and the SVM
available in LIBSVM [63]. In particular, the Gaussian kernel
parameter σ and slack variables used by SVM were selected
by five-fold cross validation. As shown in the table, the best
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TABLE IX
COMPUTING TIME IN SECONDS FOR FOUR EPF-BASED METHODS USING FULL BANDS, UBS AND TSVD BANDS SELECTED BY SC-SID,

SC-SAM, SQ-SID, SQ-SAM

Indian Pines (TSVD = 27) Salinas (TSVD = 69) University of Pavia (TSVD = 69)

EPF-B-g EPF-B-c EPF-G-g EPF-G-c EPF-B-g EPF-B-c EPF-G-g EPF-G-c EPF-B-g EPF-B-c EPF-G-g EPF-G-c

Full 154.84 158.11 155.14 156.50 172.03 190.70 173.76 172.70 229.57 228.42 241.32 241.12
Uniform 26.29 29.07 25.45 25.65 53.50 70.24 53.12 55.79 155.61 174.51 145.52 156.66
SC-SID 23.81 25.79 23.33 23.60 34.20 49.19 32.79 33.20 135.88 147.84 155.38 154.67
SC-SAM 22.92 26.32 23.50 23.66 36.18 49.22 33.57 34.26 136.39 152.80 153.66 153.39
SQ-SID 23.74 26.59 23.29 23.39 34.40 49.50 33.65 35.12 165.25 152.09 152.72 151.09
SQ-SAM 23.81 25.84 23.27 22.73 34.14 51.01 33.42 34.40 151.50 157.58 135.23 150.04

computing times were produced by CCBSS except one case of
EPF-G-c for Purdue’s data by UBS, nearly six times faster than
using full bands for Purdue’s data and Salinas and 1.5 times
faster for University of Pavia. Specifically, SC-SID yielded the
best computing times for half of cases.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a novel approach to SMBBS, called
CCBSS. Three new ideas are introduced. One is a new ap-
proach, called BSS that selects multiple bands simultaneously
as a band subset instead of a single band one at a time as the
traditional SBS does. As a result, BSS takes care of the inter-
band issues caused by BP and band decorrelation among bands,
which generally required by SBS-based methods. Another is
to introduce the concept of CC into an MBS problem by in-
terpreting BSS as a band channel capacity problem where the
band channel transition probabilities can be characterized by
between BD probabilities. By virtue of such a band channel an
optimal band subset is the one that achieves the capacity of the
band channel for a given selected band subset ΩBS as a band
channel output space where the Blahut algorithm can be used
for this purpose. A third one is that in order to avoid searching
for all possible band subsets ΩBS for BSS two sequential algo-
rithms, called SQ-CCBSS and SC-CCBSS are further derived
to find an optimal band subset, Ω∗

BS, which yields the maximal
CC between the full band set and the selected band subset ΩBS.

Several contributions are noteworthy. First of all, it extends
BS to BSS as SMMBS by selecting multiple bands simultane-
ously as a band subset rather than SQMBS. Second, it coins a
new concept, called band channel, which describes a channel
between the full band set Ω as a channel input space and a se-
lected band subset ΩBS as a channel output space with the band
channel transition probabilities specified by BD probabilities be-
tween input channel bands and output channel bands. Third, it
further uses the Blahut algorithm to calculate band CC between
Ω and ΩBS. Fourth, in order to avoid an exhaustive search for
finding an optimal band subset Ω∗

BS, which yields the maxi-
mal band CC over all possible ΩBS, it derives SQ-CCBSS and
SC-CCBSS to find Ω∗

BS. Finally and most importantly, CCBSS
provides a new direction for BSS from a CC point of view that
may lead to new applications.
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